The general isotopic properties of bilinear currents which will lead to the~DS~&1 and [DI( =-, ' rules for weak decay processes are examined. The latter rule is re-expressed in terms of an equivalent mathematical statement which permits one to obtain the usual predictions in a simple manner. In general, when the strangeness-conserving part of such a current is an isotopic vector, the strangeness-changing part can be a linear combination of I=~~and I=-, ' currents. The existence of an I=-, ' current could be established by experiments on the decays X~2f-+leptons, or on high-energy neutrino capture, p+Zf~p, +Z. Experiments on E.4 decays could test the bilinearity of the current.
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The assumption that the vector part of such a current, both strangeness changing and nonchanging, is quasi-conserved (i.e. , neglecting certain mass differences) in the presence of the strong interactions Gxes the specific form of the current and further implies symmetries for the strong couplings. The various transformations which leave invariant a Yukawa-type strong interaction as well as their associated currents are found. A new possible symmetry group of the strong interactions is examined: a 14 parameter group usually denoted as G2. In the presence of both and E couplings, it is found that I=-, ' and 2 currents are quasiconserved when the strong Lagrangian has a 7-dimensional rotational symmetry, while for the I=-, ' alone, the symmetry required is G2. In the presence of only~-baryon couplings, only I=-, ' currents can be quasi-conserved. Certain predictions for the E 3 and E,4 modes of decay and for Z~n+e +v follow from the weak currents determined in this way.
hypothetical vector meson responsible for weak decay processes.
In order to further specify these currents, the assumption is made that they should be quasi-conserved in the presence of strong interactions. In the second section, it is demonstrated how this requirement not only specifies the current but also a symmetry of the strong interactions.
In the third section all the bilinear currents and associated symmetries are found which are allowed by a Yukawa-type strong-interaction Lagrangian in which both E and m couplings are present and also in which only x couplings are present. In the former case, a new possible symmetry of the strong interactions is found which is a 1.4-parameter group, usually denoted by G2.
The fourth section is devoted to the experimental predictions which these symmetries imply for processes involving only strong or strong and electromagnetic interactions.
The experimental predictions for weak decay processes arising from these quasi-conserved currents is then discussed in the fifth section.
INTRODUCTIOÑ N recent years, it has become increasingly evident '&-that there seems to exist some deep underlying connection between the strong interactions of elementary particles and their weak decay interactions. This has been evidenced in weak decays by the apparent lack of renormalization of the vector part of the P-decay interaction on the one hand, and on the other by the success of the~AI~= -' , rule. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate, within the framework of conventional theory, these possible connections between the strong and weak interactions.
To this end, the first section is an examination of the isotopic character of the currents which could give rise to weak decays. The~A I~= -, ' 
Of course, if the process occurs via an intermediate vector meson, 5'""~, the basic interaction would be' Z = g P; gv(') W"(')+H.c.
By taking into account requirements (ii) and noting the existence of leptonic modes of decay, g"(') may be R. P. Feynman and M. Gell-Mann, Phys, Rev. 109, 193 (1958 g""' = I"("+l""' = j"")+s"(')+l"('), where the currents of the strongly interacting particles, j"(') and s"&@, carry zero 
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where c is an arbitrary constant. Sy explicit use of Kq. If we further assume &2=0 and the validity of time reversal invariance, we can relate the (E+),4 and (Eo'),4 processes. When the relative motion of the two pions is predominantly in states of even angular momentum, we obtain Now, in order to introduce a weak interaction which is responsible for strangeness-changing decays, it seems entirely reasonable just to add to the current described above another current which carries a strangeness of one unit. Then, by analogy, if it is required that this new current also be conserved, there should exist some further symmetry of the strong interactions as well as a definite prescription for writing down this new current. Again, it should be noted that this current will not be absolutely conserved"; its conservation will be broken by those interactions which violate the symmetry between particles which di6'er in strangeness by one unit, such as by those which are responsible for the mass differences between, for example, the Z and the nucleon or ™, or the E and +. Such currents, which are conserved in the limit of neglecting certain mass differences, will be denoted as "quasi-conserved. "
Let us briefly examine the form of the current which would be responsible for P decay and for possibly all other strangeness-conserving decays. In the case of neutron decay, one of the terms of this current must be py"e. It might easily be expected that other terms such as 5+y"ZO, y~™, m B"x',~'B"x, etc. , might also be present, but as yet experimentally undetected, so that the proper current should be of the form j "=py"rs+aZ+pg'+bZ'p"Z +c'y~+ where a, b, c, are arbitrary constants which are yet to be specified. If this current were, in addition, assumed to have some specific transformation property in isotopic spin space, then certain relations among some of these constants would be implied, e.g. , that of a vector would imply a= -b. Many unrelated and thus arbitrary constants, however, still would remain. One way of fixing these remaining constants, for example, might be to assume that the isotoPic form of j" is the same as the isotopic vector which is coupled to the 
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E. BEH RENDS AND A. SIRLIN III. SYMMETRIES AND CONSERVED CURRENTS
The invariance of a Lagrangian under a transformation implies the existence of a conserved vector current, and conversely, the existence of a conserved vector current implies the existence of a transformation which leaves the Lagrangian invariant. It is this latter statement which we will use as the basis for the following analysis of the strong interactions. Namely, we will construct the most general vector current, impose the condition of its conservation, and thereby determine the symmetry of the Lagrangian as well as the specific form of the current. The Lagrangian which we will consider is the most general, charge-independent, Yukawa-type Lagrangian, (26) rents, i"', i"2, i"3, or more simply the isotopic vector current j"'. Thus, the requirement of the conservation of a current, in addition to preventing renormalization of the charge, fixes, in a specific manner, the relative magnitudes of the various terms which appear in an arbitrary current.
The strangeness-changing current can be analyzed in an analogous manner. We can easily convince ourselves that the form of such a current (which changes strangeness by one unit) is s"=any"Z +bpy"A+cZ+y"n+dZ+y~o+. Now, in order to 6x the various arbitrary constants, we will assume, by analogy with the strangeness-conserving current j", that s" is also a quasi-conserved current. This then implies a symmetry of the strong interactions higher than charge independence, i.e. , the invariance of the Lagrangian under a transformation which changes strangeness by one unit. Since we do not know of the existence of such a symmetry, we must solve both problems at once. To this end, we will make the general analyses of the next section. and the 8,b are the space-time operators of the interactions (e.g. , 1, iso).
In the erst part of this section, we shall base our analysis on the full Lagrangian, i.e. , we shall assume that all the gi/0. The basic assumption of this approach is that the currents which appear in the weak interaction are to be quasi-conserved in the presence of all strong interactions, both E and x. On the other hand, in the second part, we shall assume that the E couplings are weaker than the m couplings and that the weak currents are quasi-conserved only in the presence of the stronger m. -baryon interactions. This latter approach allows for the possibility that the E interactions have less symmetry than those of the pions and hence could give rise to the various mass splittings between the baryons.
The general method is as follows. We construct the most general current of one charge by forming an arbitrary linear combination of all possible vector covariants which are bilinear in either baryons or mesons. We then demand that the divergence of such a current should vanish. With the help of the equations of motion derived from the Lagrangian above, we obtain a set of simultaneous algebraic equations involving the coeKcients of the vector covariants of the arbitrary current, the various strong-coupling constants, g;, the masses, mi of the baryons and pi of the bosons, and the various space-time interactions, 8;. As mentioned above, we assume first that all the gi@0 in order to solve this set of equations. The solutions give various relations amongst the coefficients of the currents, the g;, m;, p;, and 8;. With this knowledge, it is an easy matter to And the symmetries of the Lagrangian which gives rise to the determined current. In the second part, we proceed in exactly the same manner except that we simplify the Lagrangian by setting all the E-coupling constants equal to zero.
Since the details of the calculation are too cumbersome to present, we shall list only the results obtained in the manner described above. In order to do this in a compact notation, it is convenient to introduce the seven-dimensional charge space which has been previ- 
In the following, we shall group the results by the relations amongst the strong coupling constants which are required in order that the current be conserved.
We shall then explicitly list the conserved currents and also the specific rotations in the 7-dimensional space under which this Lagrangian is invariant. Since each of these sets of rotations form a group, the identification and the number of parameters will also be given.
Results @&hen R11 g;@0 (I) No further conditions on g, .
j""o&=N&"N+ p~+Z;y"Z;+X&"A,
exp[2 (F&2+F34)(rj, respectively (1-parameter baryon gauge group; 3-parameter rotation group, Es, which is the isotopic spin group; 1 parameter rotation group, E2, which corresponds to hypercharge conservation).
Currents are j ( '), j"(' ) y"', and y '=y "= rllrfs(7&y& '+ny~) i (K-"B-"K' K'B"K-+) Lagrangian invariant" under (I) and exp[2 (F,4+F23)(r,j, exp[2 (I'24 -F»)usj (baryon gauge group plus 6-paramete««ation group, E4, which is decomposable into two invariant, subgroups of 3-parameter rotations, E&, which are the isotopic spin group and the hypercharge rotation group).
(III) g4 -- observe that in the present case (E'-couplings switched off) the I= ss currents cannot be quasi-conserved.
IV. STRONG INTERACTIONS -PREDICTIONS
In the previous section we determined the various possible symmetries of the strong interactions. These symmetries, of course, have certain experimental consequences for those physical processes which proceed through just the strong couplings. In this section, we shall discuss these predictions.
Of the symmetries when the E couplings are absent, the most interesting is when all the constants are equal, '3 This fact has been emphasized by V, M. Shekhter, J. Exptl.
Theoret. Phys. 36, 581 i1959} Ltranslation: Soviet Phys. -JETP 9, 403 (2959)g. '4 Currents for this truncated case are denoted by carats.
i.e. , global symmetry, This has been discussed extensively in the literature. -'' In the symmetry (I), the invariance under the baryon gauge group, the isotopic spin group and the oneparameter hypercharge group guarantees the conservation of baryons, isotopic spin, and hypercharge, respectively. The experimental implications of these symmetries are well known and will not be discussed here.
Symmetry (II), the hypercharge rotation group, has been discussed in some detail by Feinberg and 3ehrends. " There seems to be little experimental evidence either favoring or disagreeing with the predictions of this symmetry. Symmetry (III), the "doublet approximation, " has been discussed by Pais and shown to be in disagreement with experiment. " Symmetry (IV), the exceptional group G2, which has not, been discussed previously will form the basis of the present considerations.
According to the theory of continuous groups, there are four general classes of simple groups with varying numbers of parameters (orthogonal, unitary, etc.) .
Aside from these there are five exceptional groups, each with a fixed number of parameters. The exceptional group with the smallest number of parameters, 14, has been designated by Cartan as G2. " It is a nondecomposable subgroup of the 7-dimensional rotation group, Rv, and is in fact the subgroup which we have designated as symmetry (IV).
However, rather than give a complete analysis of this group and its properties which bear on the strong interactions, we shall follow a more pedestrian approach in order to determine some of the predictions for In Table I we have listed the finite-angle rotations of G2 which will be useful in our analysis. The angle was chosen so that the rotation would take one particle into another rather than a linear combination of others.
We now consider the four-point function for a scattering, say, 7r++p~7r++p, This quantity is related by a simple linear integral transform to the matrix element operator. We will symbolize this quantity by (P7r+; P7r+).
If U is the unitary operator which induces one of t,he rotations, then it will commute with the Hamiltonian when the various mass and coupling-constant relations necessary for invariance are satisfied Lin this case the restrictions for the symmetry (IV)], and hence it will leave the vacuum invariant. It thus follows, by using Table I, that Other predictions follow from the transformation (35a), namely, (rtgrg; nA")= -(m. g, 'mA")=0, i.e. , photoproduction of m" s from neutrons is zero. Also, (AA Z')= -(AA"Z')=0, i.e. , the decay Z' -+Ag+y is forbidden. Again, these disagree v ith experiment but are subject to the comments given above.
(Tga(x, )ga(xg)A"(ag)])g, 3' It is perhaps interesting to note that if the I = -, ' currents were accepted and the seven dimensional rotation symmetry were, in some sense, a symmetry of the strong interactions, one could determine 0. and p from the ratio of the E+ -+ m +e+-t-vI and E~x +e++v~decays and from their absolute rates. If it were further assumed that in (t)A) the vector and axial vector parts enter in the combination 1&y~in the effective matrix element, one would obtain a prediction for the P decay of the h. of about 1.2 parts in a thousand, which is consistent with experiment.
By using this value of (sip)', it is possible to obtain a lower limit on the rate for the decay Z~n+e +f1
If in this decay we neglect the mass of the electron, it is well known that there is no interference between the vector and the axial vector contributions to the total rate, so that the pure vector part provides a lower 
